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Rabbit hunting is often overlooked during the cold winter months in Northwestern On-
tario. It can be very challenging at times, but the style of the hunt makes for a different kind
of rewarding feeling compared to hunting other small game in the region. I personally started
pursuing winter rabbit hunting a few years ago and haven’t looked back as it is a great alter-
native outdoor pursuit. From driving winter roads in search of them under spruce trees to hik-
ing through the thick brush in snowshoes, every trip presents a new challenge which makes
the thrill of harvesting a rabbit that much more special. Rabbits can often be tricky to pat-
tern, however setting yourself up in the right area is the first step to locating them. 
Driving winter roads
The first challenge in the winter is finding accessible roads that have the right growth

where rabbits are concentrated. The main food source for rabbits is spruce bows. These are
usually found in little cubbies which provide cover when rabbits seek to feed. Although this
is my first place to scan, you would be surprised to see how often rabbits are spotted on small
hills and knolls not far off the road. When friend and I head out for the day we usually have
an idea of what area we will cover, but the game plan often changes as we get into our spots.
Many times we drive through high traffic areas only to find ourselves hundreds of feet off the
road chasing nothing more than tracks left behind in the snow. Drive slow, and scan the tree
line for pockets that look appealing for rabbits. 
Off the beaten path
When I rabbit hunt, I start off by finding high traffic areas. I then strap on some hiking

boots and begin walking through areas with mature spruce trees that have a healthy amount
of cover. I typically like to venture out into the forest with a hunting partner for a couple rea-
sons. One being simply for safety; always having another person around decreases the chances
of getting lost. It is very easy to get onto a hot set of tracks only to find yourself looking up
and not having a concept of where you left off. Another reason for hunting with a partner is
the memories that can be made in the outdoors. Although hunting alone can be relaxing and
a good way to de-stress, having a family member or good friend around during a hunt is al-
ways rewarding. 
When preparing to take a hike in the bush, I usually set up about 20-30 feet from my

partner and begin to walk in a relatively straight line into the brush. This will allow the hunter
to cover a lot more area and it also increases the chances of bumping rabbits from their hid-
ing spots. After spotting a rabbit, I like to take a deep breath and appreciate the moment. This
is not the time to panic. As long as your noise level and visibility is relatively low, rabbits do
not typically run. Their best defense is to stay completely still and undetected. Take your
time to position yourself in a comfortable shooting position to make the best shot you pos-
sibly can. If they do run off, they have the habit of sticking around the area. After all, you
are right in their living room!
Let’s talk firearms
As a kid growing up, I would more than likely find myself using a 20 gauge single shot and

shooting the odd rabbit while on the lookout for grouse in the fall. Now that I have shifted
my attention to specifically targeting rabbits, my weapon of choice is a 17HMR. This cal-
iber has grown in popularity each and every year since it was first introduced. It is a very fast
performing cartridge at 2500 feet per second out of the muzzle. My favorite part about this
round is the accuracy you can get out of it. A relatively long shot at a rabbit can be anywhere
from 20-40 yards depending on the terrain, and the 17HMR is a point and shoot round
shooting very flat at that kind of range. Stop in to see me at D&R Sporting Goods and we
can talk some more about the 17HMR. It is a versatile round that doesn’t cost an arm and a
leg to shoot often!
From the field to the frying pan
The biggest complaint I hear from fellow hunters is the time and effort it takes to field dress

a rabbit. I’ll be the first to admit that it is not quite as quick as cleaning a grouse. My favorite
method consists of skinning the rabbit and taking the back straps and legs off without hav-
ing to open them up. Now that you’ve harvested and field dressed your rabbit, it’s time to de-
cide how to cook your wild game. Cooking rabbit in a slow cooker with veggies topped off
with red wine is a fan favorite, however a new method that a good buddy of mine showed
me is bacon wrapped jalapeno poppers. It’s a cost-friendly appetizer that no one can get
enough of!
Rabbit hunting in Northwestern Ontario is becoming a popular sport that presents a good

way to pass time during the long cold winters which we all have to endure. On your next day
off, dress warm and consider going for a hike in the bush to pursue those elusive critters
while taking in the great scenery that the Thunder Bay area has to offer!

It’s Time To Hunt
Rabbits! By Justin Reid, NOSA Member

SHOP FOR OUR FULL LINE OF APPAREL
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BRASSANDARROWS.CA
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D&R SPORTING GOODS



“Four hundred years later the fur trade continues to utilize a sustainable Canadian resource
in a responsible manner and is an important contributor to the Canadian economy.” - Fur
Institute of Canada

This one statement alone shows that the fur trade is not just history, but a thriving
integral part of our future and ecology. Trapping is the oldest occupation in Canada. It
is our heritage. But what about it’s future?

Canada’s fur trade contributes nearly $1 billion to the Canadian economy annually.
The fur trade employs an estimated 60,000 Canadians full and part-time. In addition
to spin-off employment in the supply and services sector, including feed and equipment
suppliers, veterinary and research services, by-product production, marketers, business
services, transport, crafts, and design sectors.

For the 50,000 active trappers and aboriginal people in Canada, this is not only a
supplemental income. But a supplementary diet of wild game as well. Trappers also help
maintain nuisance animal populations, protect roads, rails, and infrastructure. This all,
in turn, equates to millions of dollars a year saved by industries, cities, and municipali-
ties yearly. And there has been an insurgency in the trapping population as well.  Over
the past 5 years, the licensed trapper numbers have grown by 20%.

With all this statistical data in front of us, some may still ask “But why are our beaver
prices so low?” Speaking as a trapper and designer there are many reasons for this, but
in the long haul, I see this changing for the better. When it comes to fur prices, my fa-
ther always says, “We don’t do this for the money. We do it because we love it.” The fresh
air, nature, exercise, and pride in knowing we are a part of a delicate balance – these are
just a few reasons why we enjoy time spent trapping.

But if you want to look at it monetarily, fur prices have always fluctuated, depending
on trends, politics, and the state of financial security. Back in the ’70s when the social
pressures of the animal rights activists kicked into high gear, it was perhaps not so fash-
ionable to stay warm naturally by wearing fur. However, trends change, as do attitudes
with proper education and knowledge instead of slander and nonsense. People are going
back to their roots, and are in search of something more natural. 

This is the trend that has been driving my business since I started. It’s about naturally
sourced materials. People are not only looking at where their food comes from these
days, but also where their clothes come from and what they’re made of. People are choos-
ing to get away from petroleum-based products and are actively seeking out ethically
sourced and eco-friendly products. And I believe that we can start to see an increase in
demand just from this trend alone in the near future.

Trapping has also seen a resurgence on TV, movies, and social media. Plenty of it is
exaggerated or dramatized of course. But this has also led to a new following. A rekin-
dled interest into our past, as well as self-sufficiency. Living off the land has its perks in
many ways. Simplicity, minimalism, less dependency on the grid and so this in itself I
believe has had an impact on the increasing numbers of trappers as well as interest in furs.

There are many benefits to nature, and natural and this is where many of our youth
are headed. Education is key, as is passing along our passion and heritage. My favorite
slogan has always been ‘Take a kid Trapping’ but that being said. Why not take a kid,
and their friend trapping. Or just get those who would not have the opportunity nor-
mally to get out in the great wilderness of the north and experience nature. All of us read-
ers are passionate about the outdoors. Perhaps its time to show the world why.

In closing, I’d like to readdress the question “But why are our beaver prices so low?”

Keep an eye on the fur forecast fellow trappers and outdoors enthusiasts. I think things
are about to heat up!

Trapping: Canada’s
Oldest Occupation!

By Kathleen Ball, NOSA Member,
President of Northwestern Fur Trappers Association

D&R Sporting Goods always has
what I need to stay equipped for a
successful trapping season

John Kaplanis
Executive Director/NOSA

822 NORAH CRESCENT                                  THUNDER BAY, ON
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Winter fishing for splake can be very exciting and challenging for any hard water
angler. Splake are a hybrid fish of two species resulting from the crossing of a male
brook trout and a female lake trout. Splake grow at a faster pace than either of
their parental species. On average they can reach 18 inches in length within two
years of being stocked in a lake. Ironically, the creation of this species has been
around since the 1870’s when they were first known to have been hatchery hy-
bridized/produced. They feed primarily on smelts,white perch,yellow perch, and
minnows. With average splake being one to three pounds and the Ontario record
being 20.71 pounds, it’s understandable that fishing for this Hybrid can be fun.

Northern Ontario’s clear cold water lakes are ideal for creating some of the best
splake fishing opportunities. Thanks to the Ministry of Natural Resources and
your hunting and fishing license dollars, we have a multitude of stocked lakes to
choose from. Contact your local MNR office or go on line to get a list of these lakes
if you are interested in catching a few this winter. 

I’ve been fishing for splake in the winter for as long as I can remember. My fa-
vorite stomping grounds are in the Greenstone area. In my opinion theses lake
have the potential to produce big fish and a possible trophy for a lucky angler.
Being clear cold water lakes, the fish are not only healthy and abundant- but also
delicious to consume. Whether smoked, baked or cooked in a frying pan they are
great table fare. 

Fishing for splake is relatively easy once you know what to look for. A depths
map of the Lake you are fishing is imperative for finding the hot spots. I look for
underwater islands, deep shoals and sandy edges that gradually deepen. The fish
will be found from 18 feet to 40 feet. Once you find theses areas it shouldn’t be long
before a splake swims by and checks your bait out. I find using medium size min-
nows with a white tube jig a staple in catching theses fish. Spoons and colorful jigs
baited with minnows will also attract theses aggressive fish. A good ice fishing
“Flasher” unit will help you to dial in to what is coming to check your bait out at
various depths. 

One of my favorite bait hookups is the double minnow set. I use a colorful 1/2
ounce jig usually chartreuse, red or pink and hook one minnow through the back
avoiding the spine. The second minnow I hook above the tail through the spine en-
suring it stays hooked. Then I drop the bait down and keep it about a foot off the
bottom. I find this set will let me know if fish are around as the minnows will start
moving in distress once a fish swims by. Splake love this set up and it isn’t long be-
fore a fish will come by to see what the commotion is about. Once the fish bites
give him time to swallow the bait and then set the hook. 

I find early ice and late ice to be the best
times to catch theses fish. Mid to late
March have given me some of my best
hard water fishing memories. The best part
of it is the weather is warmer and the days
are longer. I have found that the fish can
bite at any time but early morning and late
evening have brought the most action.
Don’t be afraid to move around if the fish
are not biting where you first set up. Like
brook trout, moving around to find active
feeding fish is important. 

Get out and try splake fishing this win-
ter. It will keep you active and offer great
memories spent with friends or family.

By Rich Brochu,
NOSA Member

Hard
Water
Fishing
For
Splake 5595 Highway 61,

Neebing ON,
(807) 964-2588
YOUR TAXIDERMIST DAN CAVICCHIOLO

(OVER 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE) EMAIL: borealtales@tbaytel.net

Boreal
tales

taxidermy

Better Brands • Better Service

1164 Roland Street
Thunder Bay, ON  P7B 5M4
807-622-0001
1-866-622-0001

CHASCHUK
ENTERPRISES LTD

Colin Chaschuk
Owner/Operator

colin@chaschukenterprises.ca

629-1333
Fax 622-0313

36 Barrie Dr., Slate River ON

Proud Supporter of
Team NOSA and the
great outdoors



Update from Canadian Coalition
for Firearms Rights(CCFR):
Bill C-71 will be sparked up again

in the Senate as the bill enters the
study and debate stage. Opposition
to this bill by Conservative and non-
affiliated Senators. The CCFR hopes
to continue our opposition to this
bill and we have submitted a techni-
cal briefing to the Senate Commit-
tee responsible for this legislation as
well as submitting a request to ap-
pear as expert witnesses, as we did
at the House Standing Committee
on Public Safety & National Secu-
rity. The Senate standing committee
on Public Safety & Defense will
begin its study of C-71 on February
18, 2019. 
The CCFR has spent the last few

months hosting and organizing a se-
ries of “town hall” style events
across the country with various
Members of Parliament and com-
munity stakeholders. We will con-
tinue this type of awareness
campaign to ensure gun owners
across the country have their voices
heard. Watch   our social media
pages for information on an event

near you. 
In keeping with out mandate of

advocacy through education, and
having a vested interest in actual,
credible work on crime be a priority,
the CCFR’s Tracey Wilson recently
went to Toronto to meet with vic-
tims’ groups and community pro-
grams people. This was a historic
first as we have usually been divided
into “pro” and “anti” gun communi-
ties. After the initial 3-hour session,
it was determined we have more that
connects us than divides us, and as a
coalition we would make a strong
voice in bringing communities to-
gether to pressure the government,
at all levels, to work on crime. More
to come as this project unfolds. 
The CCFR’s Canada Down

Range, airing exclusively on Wild
TV, is in it’s first season and being
very well received. The intent of the
show is to shed a positive light on
our sport, our events and the people
within our community. You can
learn more about the show, and
watch the official trailer here:
https://wildtv.ca/show/3144 
Minister Blair is set to announce

the findings of his “examination” on
a handgun and assault rifle ban to
the House of Commons. Blair was
tasked by Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau in an official mandate let-
ter, to conduct the examination and
report back. Blair has almost con-
cluded the study, comprised of a
non-secured online questionnaire
portal that could be accessed from
anywhere in the world and filled out
as many times as the respondent
wished, and a series of “invite only
public consultations” with hand
picked stakeholders. The Minister
spent upwards of a quarter of a mil-
lion dollars in tax payer money to
consult his preferred constituents.
The CCFR will be on the Hill when

that announcement is made and will
continue our efforts to save our
sport, while demanding the govern-
ment work on crime. 
Needless to say, there has never

been a more important time for gun
owners across the country to take
the necessary steps to get involved
with the CCFR and save our sport
for future generations. Your support
is absolutely essential to the survival
of civilian gun ownership in
Canada. 
Don’t wait until it’s too late and

wonder if there was more you could
have done, join right now:
https://firearmrights.ca/en/join-the-
coalition/

THIS
MONTH’S
NEWS

Update from Canadian
Coalition for Firearms

Rights (CCFR):
By Tracey Wilson,

Vice President of Public Relations/CCFR

All your outdoor adventures

start at Canadian Tire

TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!

939 Fort William Rd
Thunder Bay, ON

P7B 3A6
(807) 623-1999

1221 Arthur St W
Thunder Bay, ON

P7K 1A7
(807) 475-4235

Canadian Tire is a proud sponsor of the Northwestern
Ontario Sportsmen's Alliance 2019 Dinner and Fundraiser.
Our Canadian Tire staff looks forward to serving NOSA's

members in the coming year. Please be sure to visit both our
store locations at Arthur Street and Fort William Road for all

your outdoor equipment and supply needs.
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The Northwestern Ontario
Sportsmen’s Alliance (Team
NOSA) is pleased to announce
our support of the New Ontario
Shooters Assoc. which is based
out of Thunder Bay Ontario! The
Alliance recently donated a new
.22 caliber Savage Lil’Rascal
youth firearm for the New On-
tario Shooter’s Assoc. youth
shooting program.  The Alliance
supports the education of youths
in safe handling and marksman-
ship using firearms and therefore
the work of the New Ontario

Shooters Assoc. is a perfect fit for
these objectives.
On the weekend of March 9-10

the New Ontario Shooters Asso-
ciation will host their annual
“Spring Gun Show” to be held at
the Slovak Legion, 801 Atlantic
Ave. from 9am-4pm. Admission
is only $5 and kids 12 and under
are free! Team NOSA will host a
both at the show and we’ll be sell-
ing/renewing memberships and
offering Team NOSA apparel for
sale. Hopefully we see you there!

Team NOSA
Supports New

Ontario Shooters
Association Gun

Show

R-L Trevor Buzak, Sara Fisher (NOSA Vice President),
Dana Cress (New Ont. Shooters), Jordan Richards
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MONTH’S
NEWS

The Northwestern Ontario
Sportsmen’s Alliance (NOSA)
continues to proudly sponsor and
support the Thunder Bay Police
Youth Corps firearms safety and
marksmanship program. In 2018
NOSA President Shane Baker was
on hand at the TBay Police Youth
Corps final parade to present
NOSA’s markmanship award to
Police Youth Corps Cadet Logan
Douglas. The award is presented
to the Cadet who exemplifies a re-
spect for the rules of firearms
safety, discipline and skill in addi-
tion to adopting a team work ethic
with a willingness to assist and
help fellow youth corps cadets.
Congratulations to Cadet Logan
Douglas!

NOSA Supports
Thunder Bay Police

Youth Corps

USED 2018 TOYOTA TACOMA SR5 CREW CAB
4 Wheel Drive, Automatic, Heated Front Seats, Power Windows/Locks/
Heated Mirrors, Cruise, ABS, Satellite Radio, LOW KMS., 13,151 kms.,
Former daily rental, OC9289D

$40,998 OR 
$248*****

                                                +HST                                 bi-weekly +HST

2013 RAM 1500 ST QUAD CAB 4X4
Automatic, Power Windows/Locks/Mirrors, Cruise, A/C, Aluminum Wheels,
LOW KMS, 90,981 kms., OC8557A

$19,998 OR 
$167***

                                                +HST                                 bi-weekly +HST

2011 DODGE RAM 1500 ST QUAD CAB 4X4
Automatic, Power Windows/Locks/Heated Mirrors, Cruise, A/C, Chrome
Wheels, Leather Steering Wheel, ABS Brakes, Bluetooth, LOW KMS.,
85,654 kms., OC9131A

$18,998 OR 
$169**

                                                +HST                                 bi-weekly +HST

2017 FORD F-150 XLT CREW CAB 4X4
Automatic, Power Windows/Locks/Mirrors, 4 Wheel Disc Brakes, Fog
Lamps, Cruise, Tilt, Stability Control, Keyless Entry, Satellite Radio,
Bluetooth 39,245 kms., Former daily rental, OC8893D

$35,998 OR 
$217 *****

                                                +HST                                 bi-weekly +HST

USED 2018 CHEVROLET SILVERADO 2500 CREW CAB 4X4
Automatic, Power Windows/Locks/Heated Mirrors, Leather Steering
Wheel, Privacy Glass, Keyless Entry, Cruise, 47,861 kms., Former daily
rental, OC9278D

$43,998 OR 
$266*****

                                                +HST                                 bi-weekly +HST

2015 NISSAN TITAN S CREW CAB 4X4
4 Wheel Drive, Automatic, Power Windows/Locks/Mirrors, A/C, Cruise,
53,341 kms., N9226A

$27,998 OR 
$188****

                                                +HST                                 bi-weekly +HST
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CERTIFIED
PRE-OWNED

HALF-WAY MOTORS NISSAN PRE-OWNED

A         
OUTLANDER

450 ATV

PICK A TRUCK

WIN Supplied by

DRAW
DATE
APRIL 5

PAYMENTS
BASED ON

5.99%
bi-weekly fixed APR
up to 96 months

OAC

Terms are based on model year: 96 months for 2017-2018, 84 months for 2015-
2016, 72 months for 2013-2014, 60 months for 2011-2012, 48 months for
2010, 36 months for 2009 and older.  Finance example: $10,000 based on 5.99%
APR over 36/*48/**60/ ***72/****84/*****96 months with a bi-weekly payment of
$140 /$108 / $89 / $76 / $67 / $60. Total interest over term $944 / $1,270 /
$1,596 / $1,929 / $2,267 / $2,611. Total obligation over term $10,944 /
$11,270 / $11,596 / $11,929 / $12,267 / $12,611. HST and License extra.

940 Memorial Avenue
345-2327 • 1-800-665-7207
halfwaymotorsnissan.com

940 Memorial Avenue
345-2327 • 1-800-665-7207
halfwaymotorsnissan.com

PROUD SUPPORTER OF NOSAALL
OFFERS
$0
DOWN

PROUD SUPPORTER OF NOSA

PURCHASE ANY PRE-OWNED TRUCKS AND YOU’LL HAVE A CHANCE TO WIN A CAN-AM
OUTLANDER 450 ATV (Retail value $8,399). Draw date April 5, 2019. Details in-store.

PURCHASE ANY PRE-OWNED TRUCKS AND YOU’LL HAVE A CHANCE TO WIN A CAN-AM
OUTLANDER 450 ATV (Retail value $8,399). Draw date April 5, 2019. Details in-store.

Supplied by

Feb. 21-24 - Thunder Bay Boat Show @ CLE Coliseum Building
Mar. 1-2  - Trappers Convention Th.Bay @ CLE Coliseum Building

Mar. 9-10 - The Original Gun Show @ Slovak Leg. Th. Bay
Mar. 29 - North Shore Steelhead Dinner Event @ Valhala Inn

May 4  - Terrace Bay Ducks Unlimited Dinner event

UPCOMING EVENTS In December of 2018 MNR Parlia-
mentary Assistant Toby Barrett made
a concerted effort to meet with North-
western Ontario’s live bait industry
stakeholders. During one of these ses-
sions held in Thunder Bay, NOSA rep-
resentatives were on hand to express
concerns and to lend their support to

the live bait industry stakeholders who
were on hand to voice opposition to
the “Policy Options for Managing Use
and Movement of Bait” policy pro-
posal as put out by MNR in 2014. 
It was encouraging to hear Toby

Barrett’s assurance that the new
provincial government fully recog-
nizes the importance of the Ontario
live bait industry which he stated is
valued at $20 million dollars per
annum and employs thousands of On-
tario residents. He pointed out that
with over 1.5 million licensed anglers
in Ontario (not including a significant
First Nations population of active an-
glers), that his government would
work to maintain common sense poli-
cies rather than restrictive regulatory
impediments to the industry especially
where no real conservation benefit
would be realized. The stakeholders in
Thunder Bay were pleased with Bar-
rett’s willingness to listen to their con-
cerns and remain hopeful that the
recommendations in the 2014 policy
document never come into effect here
in the NWRegion.

MNR Parliamentary Assistant
Meets w/Bait Fishing Industry

Reps in Thunder Bay

Parliamentary Assistant to the
Minister of Nat. Res’s Toby
Barrett and NOSA Exec. Dir.
John Kaplanis in Thunder Bay.



Lac Des Mille Lac is a walleye factory located 150km West of Thunder
Bay and it is arguably the most sought after lake for spectacular Walleye fish-
ing year round. But it’s the “Ice Shack Life” here in particular that has de-
veloped a trend of it’s own for Thunder Bay and area residents who enjoy
LDML’s ice fishing bounty year after year.

Looking back, it has been amazing to see how things have changed. Grow-
ing up many years ago with a family cabin on Lac Des Mille Lac, there were
only a handful of ice shacks in sight on the entire lake. There were no ice
roads  and if you wanted to fish it you would have to do it by snow machine
or simply venture out on foot.

When I was invited into one of these shacks during the late 1990’s, it was
nothing more than a place to stay warm. No holes inside to fish, a few plas-
tic chairs and small woodstove to keep warm and also cook on.  Although
nothing beat a nice fire and wind break on shore to warm up this to me
seemed luxurious.  Little did I know how different this would look in the fu-
ture.

Today the owners of “Shacks Landing”, based out of Sawmill Bay, have
maintained an ice road onto the lake. Some would call it a “highway on the
ice” however it is expected that users respect the speed limits of 30km/hr to
maintain ice safety. Each winter there are hundreds of ice shacks spread out
on each of the sides of the ice road. Some are situated further out from the
pack where they have to park a vehicle and take a  snow machine the rest of
the way. Winter on Lac Des Mille Lac has become a community of like
minded Fisherman and Fisherwomen; and yes their are ladies out there with
their own shacks! It has become a way of life for many who enjoy this desti-
nation, catching walleye, pike and perch while passing the time during our
long winter months.

More frequently, the ice shacks that are being built and brought out onto
the lake are being built more like miniature cabins! Joe & Jesse Hagdu of
Thunder Bay hand built their 10x20 Ice Shack and it isn’t just four walls and
a wood stove! For most people
and myself, their shack falls
into the category of “luxury ice
fishing accommodations”.
Heated by a big wood stove, 6
indoor holes, separate kitchen
and storage area there is more
than enough room to move
around. The upper half level
has a built in cozy loft with
sleeping arrangements paired
with the perfect view of the en-
tire shack, lake and bonus a big
flat screen TV! The interior is
finished with tongue and
groove pine. It is a beautifully
crafted job inside and out!

It is truly beautiful experi-
ence to be waking up each
morning next to a toasty warm
woodstove with a fresh coffee
and fishing rod in hand. Or to
relax in the evenings while
cooking freshly caught Walleye
with an ice cold drink to cap the Continued on Page 7.

Luxury Ice Shacks on
Lac Des Mille Lac!

By Samantha Neureuther, NOSA Member

TEAM NOSATEAM NOSA

DO YOU VALUE YOUR
NORTHERN OUTDOOR HERITAGE?
With sound conservation goals in mind, the

Northwestern Ontario Sportman’s Alliance is working
to preserve your hunting future. Why not join us?

Find out how by visiting us at:
www.teamnosa.com

BLACK & TAN TAXIDERMY

blackandtantaxidermy.com
blackandtantbay@gmail.com • 807-630-5440
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Members In The Field

Wayne Smith hammers a fat winter
walleye.

Brass and Arrows’ owner Annis
Seid with a fresh catch of brookies.

NOSA member Nate Andrychuk
with a hefty winter walleye.

Catherine Caratti with a nice LDML
walleye

Bear Traks Outfitters owner Corey
Hayward releases a big Lake
Superior walleye.

Tony Racco and Robert Michelizzi with a catch of Lakers.

NOSA member Jon Engstrom with a chunky Black Bay jumbo perch.

day off. For these ice fisherman and women it doesn’t get any better than
this and is a life they will not give up.

I sometimes wonder what it will look like out there in another 20 years, but
if we all do our part to keep the area safe and clean and also practicing a lit-
tle catch and release we can hopefully enjoy this beautiful fishery and share
this for many generations to come!

Luxury Ice Shacks on Lac!
Continued from Page 6.




